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LEGAL NOTICE

Please read this legal notice carefully. If you are unsure about your future actions, we encourage you to seek professional advice from law and finance experts.

This white paper is for the purpose of providing information related to the project at the time of its creation and does not constitute a contractual obligation. The disclosed information may be amended freely to comply with regulatory obligations of the authority or due to inevitable reasons during operation of the project. However, if WPLUS changes the token’s function, this white paper will be adjusted accordingly and will be posted on WPLUS website.

The information and data contained in this white paper are acquired from reliable sources, but we have not verified information or data from third-party sources, nor did we confirm the underlying assumptions. The information contained in this White paper is accurate, and the assumptions are reasonable. However, this does not imply a complete guarantee of this information’s accuracy.

The purchase of WPLUS token occurs based on participants’ voluntary action. Therefore, you should review the information contained in this white paper as well as other information provided by WPLUS. You must be prepared for unforeseen hazards or uncertainties that may cause you unpredictable harm. The duration of the financial risk can be applied without limit.

Although this white paper is not designed to protect any administrative contracts or customer overinvestments, we will make every effort to comply with regulations. In the case of decisions that are currently unregulated or controversial, we will prioritize the benefits of participants.

Some of the expressions in this white paper contain forward-looking statements about the future of the project. It may be different from predetermined result and should not be promised or claimed. All the contents are explained under the condition that WPLUS platform is fully operational but it should not be interpreted as a guarantee or commitment to the completeness of WPLUS, and we are not legally responsible for actions taken on this basis.

WPLUS tokens do not grant the authority to participate in the operation of WPLUS; therefore, it does not mean WPLUS tokens grant an authority or any representation of it even when information or explanation of WPLUS is provided. This means that they do not include any elements of contractual relationship. We will provide intended functions of WPLUS tokens for WPLUS, and all proceeds from WPLUS will be freely available for service development and business acquisition.

You must understand and agree to the Terms of Use for proper participation. Agreement to the Terms of Use and provision of personal information are essential to the participation, and we are not responsible for any damage that occurs without your agreement to the Terms.

This document may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part in any jurisdiction that restricts or prohibits the way WPLUS tokens described in this white paper are issued.
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1. Wallet Service

Universal-Device Sync Wallet
This can be easily used through multiple devices such as mobile phone, desktop PC and tablet PC by using one account of WPLUS. If you access to your WPLUS account from WPLUS Wallet of each device, the synchronization with latest information is made and then you can use WPLUS Wallet which is the most convenient one to use at the place for you (But the simultaneous access is not possible).

1.1 Security

1.1.1 Decentralized Wallet Service
WPLUS encrypts and stores user information for safekeeping of assets. The parser responsible for key distribution receives a randomly generated 256bit key from the Dynamic Key Management System (DKMS) and encrypts it with the seed encryption algorithm. Afterwards, the key is divided according to the number of storage nodes and the linked list is implemented and stored in each storage node. If stored, distribute keys to be stored jointly with their distributed keys on the left and right brother storage nodes to form a recoverable environment by bypassing the storage node even if the storage node is not connected due to an accident. In addition, it plans to store various areas to prepare for non-permanent situations such as natural disasters.

Exploitation for WPLUS's purpose of taking assets must disable all N-1 storage nodes when the total number of storage nodes is N. WPLUS will increase complexity by increasing the number of storage nodes to curb hackers from stealing assets. Other than technology, a completely secure structure was constructed for asset management. WPLUS will store private key using secure enclave and security keystore provided by platforms from iOS and Android. It will generate signing data when transmission is required and will be applied through blockchain network. Server distribution method will be used when WPLUS is accessed on browser to support most platforms.

For secure key distribution saving wallet service, the users, service providers and backup agencies will generate Multi-Key and distribute among them. It also guarantees the same security as the original key even for distributed keys using Multi-
Sig, Secret Sharing, or cryptographic key distribution. Also, exchange with the key will be approved only when the specified multiple Key holders agree according to terms and condition.

The WPLUS Wallet classifies the available assets of the members, controlling the possibility that the movements of the assets may be abused. WPLUS Wallet introduces the Cold Wallet function and configures the asset structure to minimize the damage of hacking by checking and tracking the asset’s balance.

WPLUS Wallet also uses techniques such as One-Time Access token and interval encryption and end-to-end encryption to encrypt and manage information in the event of a protocol hacking.

WPLUS Wallet manages all personal information collection, utilization, and disposal on the platform through ongoing monitoring of security incidents such as leaks that may occur during the personal information distribution.

1.1.1. Biometric technology

The biometric technology plays a critical role in the protection of personal information and construction of safety payment environment. WPLUS uses the biometric functions which are provided by cell phone manufactures such as recognition of footprint, face and iris to protect the user’s information and assets.

Like other encryption information, the information which is used in the biometric technology is very important but it is not possible to initialize unlike the password. Therefore, WPLUS does not transmit and store the individual's biometric information but the security and use of information is made in each mobile device's OS when the biometric technologies are used.
1.2 Secured Messenger

1.2.1. Secured messenger for W Messenger

WPLUS Wallet separately manages the contact points lists inside the smart phone as the security contact points. By using WPLUS contacts list, you can easily wire transfer any fund. In sending or receiving the money in multiple cases, the privacy sometimes is very important. When you need to make the wire transfer of fund due to the work while making conversation through messenger, you may not want the information on the conversation and the flow of fund to be recorded.

The security technology for W Messenger and WPLUS is well prepared for the demand for this kind of security technology.

W Messenger is based on the GUARDIANS® communication security technology for WPLUS only. As W Messenger adopts the zone technology, it is impossible to wiretap the information. It is impossible to know not only the contents of all messages but also the list of wire transfer between multimedia and members as long as it is not allowed. The communication security technology of WPLUS and GUARDIANS® ensures the perfect security of communication between members and the transfer and that would soon be expanded to include the security voice communication between members.

1.2.2. Messenger & VoIP applied with the end-to-end encryption technology

WPLUS will keep the user’s assets safer than any other crypto wallet or crypto exchange wallet does. In addition, it has various functions for daily use of crypto based on the Wallet to become the financial service platform. So, if you have one WPLUS, you will not feel any inconvenience in the block chain ecology. The functions of WPLUS Wallet can be divided into these two functions.
1.3 Basic Functions

1.3.1. WPLUS Secured Custody Wallet Service: Storage of crypto, asset management and wire transfer

Custody Wallet means the method similar to that which any traditional financial institution stores and manages the customer’s assets. Therefore, as long as the transfer is made between users, the transfer can be made fast and easily by using W Messenger and the address list without fee. In addition, as WPLUS supports multi devices, it can be used by multiple devices such as mobile phone, desktop PC and tablet PC.

1.3.2. Decentralized Wallet & Vault Service

WPLUS provides the customers with Decentralized Wallet by which the user can manage his/her private key if required as an option. The user can make the choice in the future and at the user’s discretion, the user may use the private vault service.

1.3.3. WPLUS supporting crypto

WPLUS will start to support the cryptocurrencies which are most widely used. In addition, it will expand the number of the cryptocurrencies for the partners who are acquired through the business cooperation and the excellent projects and for the projects which pass the strict WPLUS’s evaluation system.

1.4 Advanced Functions

1.4.1. Crypto Conversion

By making WPLUS Wallet support the conversion between cryptocurrencies and between crypto and WCASH depending on the change of price in main crypto exchanges, WPLUS will minimize the possible opportunity cost and risk of loss in the trading at different exchanges.
For the conversion service, the buying/selling conversion rate which reflects the index of the price at the main crypto exchanges would be applied and the specified fee would be imposed on the risk of price change.

1.4.2. W OTC Service

If great amount of cryptocurrencies is traded, that would make a big impact on the whole crypto market, thus leading up to the rapid fluctuation. OTC is the trading method which can accomplish the trading at the wanted price but does not give immediate impact on the market price. Through the precision designed OTC
trading UX, the users can find their trades. After making the negotiation through the function of WPLUS security messenger, they can complete the trading. As OTC trade provides the users with the interactive ESCROW service, it enables the seller and buyer to safely complete the trading and also provides them with the OTC service at relatively low service fee.

### 1.4.3. Crypto Gift (WGIFT)

If users ask for issuance of WGIFT card, WPLUS issues the WGIFT based on the users’ crypto assets. WGIFT may be used as the trading or gift of cryptocurrencies and those who receive WGIFT can send the crypto stored at WGIFT to other crypto address freely any time through the WPLUS system. WPLUS imposes the WGIFT issuance fee which can be paid through WPX only.
2. WPX & WCASH

2.1 WPX

WPX token in the WPLUS project is the utility token based on the Ethereum. It has been designed to provide the general users with various crypto services at WPLUS platform, which can directly be applied to their daily life. WPX is the main element in keeping the ecology which is constructed through WPLUS platform, where the values of legal currency and crypto can be exchanged. It is the token which not only supplies the liquidity, but also links the conventional consumption and financial system to WPLUS-creating value ecology. WPX is not related to the price of any asset. In addition to being a role of the bridge between legal currency and crypto, it is the right or means to help anyone to enjoy the benefits of WPLUS platform service. By inducing the users to keep and use, it keeps the total ecology and raise the values. It is tradable at the crypto exchange where WPX is listed.

2.2 W CASH

WPLUS enables the users to convert crypto to the WCASH which is the currency in the form of token and has the same value as the legal currency in preparation for the possible rapid fluctuation of the price of crypto. WCASH supports the selective main legal currencies and is used in various financial services provided by WPLUS platform as well as being used as the payment means at WPAY.
3. Payment Gateway

Size and growth of market
With the wide use of smart phone around the world, the use of electronic commerce gets more prevalent and at the same time, various kinds of authentication method have appeared. As the demand for new safe payment systems gets bigger, the market for the mobile simple payment services is fast growing. According to Bank of Korea, the market size of mobile simple payment services in Korea has increased from 11.8 trillion Won in 2016 to 39.9 trillion Won in 2017. The size of worldwide non-cash payment services has risen from 4,826 dollar in 2016, or 10.1% up over the previous year and the average growth rate between 2016 and 2021 is expected to reach 12.7% (‘World Payment Report 2018’, BNP Paribas & Capgemini). So, it is expected that the demand for new payment services instead of cash payment makes the continuous increase.

Evolution and limitation of crypto payment system
Though various mobile simple payment markets have appeared and grown, the complicity of the conventional payment system leads to the high service fee and many inconveniences. Accordingly, to minimize the stages between sellers and buyers by using the block chain, the crypto payment system has appeared and has evolved through various kinds of trials and errors. The fusion between block chain technology and financial solution helps more users to use the crypto which in turn is taking position as a form of currency. The crypto has the fundamental risk of fluctuation due to its characteristics. If the payment system uses the crypto as the payment means, the buyers and the seller are exposed to high fluctuation risk. In addition, the block chain payment system has limitation in spreading its use as it suffers from the conventional payment system’s barrier against new entrant as well as the inconvenience for the users, required time for payment and the network cost.
3.1 WPay Solutions

WPLUS provides both the users and the sellers with the cost-effective crypto payment system which overcomes the limitation of crypto payment system and which is convenient for them.

3.1.1. CPM (Customer Presented Mode)

Generally, the QR code method in the simple payment system is divided into two modes; One is the MPM (Merchant Presented Mode) in which the franchisee presents the QR code and the customer scans it with his/her mobile device while the other one is CMP mode in which the customer presents QR code and the franchisee scan it by using its reader machine. Here, MPM mode has the limitation as it is inconvenient in that the buyer shall directly scan the QR code and enter the amount and the wrong input of the purchasing amount may lead to the dispute.

W Pay adopts CPM method instead of MPM method which is the wire transfer system often used in the conventional payment of crypto. It can provide the users who are accustomed to conventional payment system focusing on CPM with the convenience and reduce the possible error in input and the resulting repayment, thus making the payment faster and safer.

3.1.2. Stable Value Solution for Merchants

The fluctuation of crypto’s value has been an obstacle in using it as the payment means. Actually, most of the investors in crypto consider that the fluctuation of the crypto is the biggest obstacle to the development of crypto and blockchain. So, many crypto payment projects have made a lot of efforts such as conversion to the legal currency at the stage of payment or introduction of stable coin. But the fruition has not been acquired due to many reasons. In addition, these methods keep the sellers from participating in the ecology of blockchain and crypto.

WPLUS is made in a way that regardless of whether the buyer pays the crypto through the WPX token and WPAY value stability solution, the seller can get paid of the value of legal currency for the product sold through WPAY payment procedure at its own choice. WPAY value stability solution helps the crypto payment system to be more activated as it makes even the seller participate in the crypto ecology and minimize the damages from the fluctuation of crypto.
3.1.3. Crypto Revolving Service for Users

The fluctuation of the value of crypto makes effect on the user’s using the crypto payment system. If the value of crypto goes up highly or is on the rise, the user may hesitate to use their crypto as a means of payment. For the users, once WPLUS judges that the value of crypto goes up a lot, it will convert the crypto to WCASH by using one of the conversion functions of WPLUS Wallet and use this as the means of payment through WPAY.

The WPAY crypto revolving service is as follows: if the time when the crypto is to be used as the payment means is different from the time when a member wants to sell the crypto or if the value of crypto makes a rapid downturn, WPLUS does not deduct the member’s crypto at the time when the member makes payment by using the crypto but WPLUS delays the payment. If the user keeps the crypto for a while and thinks that the crypto goes up sufficiently enough, the user sells it and pay the deferred amount before receiving the profit as the revenue of the crypto.

The revolving service is the credit card’s payment deferment service which most of advanced countries in Europe and North America use. If it is introduced to the crypto payment system, it would minimize the opportunity cost which may occur through the crypto payment and helps the crypto to be used as a payment means.
3.2 WPAY for Large Retailer & Extension

It would not be an easy task to acquire the franchisees by using new payment means in the conventional payment service market. WPLUS will expand the network of WPAY which is the WPLUS’ crypto payment system by focusing on the large network which is constructing its own POS infrastructure. Now, it has acquired the WPAY business rights at top 5 duty free shops and will expand the WPAY network and its users stage by stage to take important position in the global crypto payment service market.

Stage 1: Payment for the trades specific to the global duty-free shops

Total sales by duty-free shops in Korea is 19 trillion Won as of 2018 (USD 17 billion) and is growing rapidly every year. The weight of the sales at the duty-free shops made by foreigners is 70% and among them, 70-80% of the sales or 10 trillion Won (USD 9 billion) are made by the small and medium sized foreign traders. WPLUS made a contract with Korea’s largest inbound travel agency which owns the network of Chinese traders to get the market worth of up to 10 trillion Won. WPAY can provide the reward for the simple payment means and its use and gives new payment means to the duty-free shops to help them to attract more customers for increase in sales. The large crypto payment model based on the global duty-free shops would change the recognition of the conventional crypto and the crypto payment system to help them to take roots as a new simple payment means.

Stage 2: Expansion to include the general users of global duty-free shops

If the infrastructure of WPLUS is expanded, the WPAY service which focuses on the trade at the global duty-free shops would be opened even to the general users. The convenience and the reward system in the crypto payment system provided by WPAY would help the general users to more use the WPAY system and help WPAY to expand its payment network to the level of conventional credit card network.

Stage 3: Expansion of franchisees

WPLUS will expand the number of franchisees through the support of dedicated WPAY solution and the cooperation in marketing by focusing on the large online mall and large franchisees for the user's easy access to WPLUS. As the number of the large franchisees increases, WPLUS will operate its own WPX payment provision system in preparation of the payment to attract the large franchisees.

WPLUS will actively participate in the project of introducing the local currency managed the local governments and expand the WPAY franchisee network in order to pursue the synergistic effect with the large franchisees owned by WPLUS.

If the expanded payment network of WPLUS and the user's foundation are used, WPLUS may attract more online/offline small and medium sized franchisees. The support of the fast payment through the WPX member deposit system and the benefit of reducing the fee would help the WPAY network to expand and make people use the WPAY more, thus leading to the rise in the value of WPX. The small and medium sized franchisees will be qualified to use various crypto service of WPLUS including P2S loan service and others. All WPAY franchisees can use WPX to make the promotion to attract more customers based on the location.
3.3 Special Shopping Platform Solution

WPAY can be used at the shopping malls specializing in the specific fields or payment of block chain project which keeps its own coins as well as at the general online/offline distribution networks.

3.3.1. Dedicated Token Payment System

WPPLUS lists the token at WPLUS Wallet for the project team, company or franchisee which use its token as the payment means and then provide them with the dedicated token customized WPAY services.

WPPLUS has made comprehensive cooperation agreement with a health care company Defytime. The WPLUS user can buy the products and services from Defytime by TXY token of Defytime kept in WPLUS Wallet.

WPPLUS will expand the strategic cooperation with the certified project teams and also it will continue to expand the dedicated token payment system for WPAY only through the IWO and incubating of WPLUS investment platform.

If a project team wants to participate in WPAY, it can apply for WPLUS Listing according to the process provided by WPLUS, purchase WPX and deposit a certain amount or more. Then, it can get the minimum qualification of creating Wallet address at WPLUS Wallet and putting the token at the list of tokens available for trading. Then, the decision is made depending on WPLUS’ use of basic and advanced functions and the support of WPAY payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Wallet listing and basic functions</th>
<th>Advanced Function</th>
<th>WPAY (Online and offline payment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listing of address which can be created at Wallet, storage, transfer and deposit/withdrawal</td>
<td>&lt; Function of additional supports&gt; Conversion, listing on OTC market</td>
<td>&lt; Function of additional supports&gt; Support of WPAY payment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Specialized Ecosystem Platform

WPPLUS constructs the specialized ecosystem platform in cooperation with the companies specializing in the wedding, casino, and games. Now, it is constructing the Korea wedding platform, Singapore casino platform and global game platform.

In cooperation with the community platform to be constructed inside WPLUS, it expands the scope of WPAY.

An ecosystem would be constructed based on WPX token without each participant in the platform needing to issue separate coin or token so that the performance of the WPAY project and the value of WPX token would be shared.
4. Crypto Financial Services Platform

As the crypto financial services are subject to many financial systems by country and legal and institutional regulations, it is not easy for the crypto investors to access to them. WPLUS will construct the crypto financial platform by establishing the company overseas and acquiring the licenses depending on the regulation of each nation, thus giving the trust to the crypto investors for easy use of crypto.

4.1 W Trading Solutions

4.1.1. One Wallet Trading Solution

WPLUS will provide the customers with the service in which the customer can trade their crypto at several exchanges by using one WPLUS Wallet in cooperation with the exchanges based on each nation’s key currency and the global exchanges. Now, WPLUS is discussing with the exchanges in Korea and Southeast Asian countries for the services. Through One Wallet Trading Solution, the exchanges would share the liquidity and the user can conveniently use the crypto and trading service at many exchanges by using one WPLUS Wallet.

4.1.2. Professional Trading Solution

WPLUS has the professional trading solution such as cross trading and triangular trading. Though they cannot make the professional trading on their own, they can invest in WPLUS Crypto Fund with their assets in WPLUS and shares the profits acquired through the professional crypto trading solution provided by WPLUS.

4.1.3. Margin Trading Solution

Most of the crypto trading is taken up by the margin trading market. As shown in the fact that the FX margin trading in FX market is the world largest financial market, the margin trading is very attractive market. But the margin trading is regulated in many countries because it has a lot of risks and is complicated. WPLUS has designed the leverage by which it can cooperate with the global crypto exchanges and minimize the risk and the transactions structure by which general investors can access to the exchange. In addition to it, WPLUS will make the environment so that the user can get the safe and sufficient investment return and use the two-way unlimited futures margin trading service. It has constructed a structure in which through WPLUS Crypto Fund, it can provide the general investors with the access to the construction of fund which provides the leverage to the margin trading service to activate the margin trading and lead it to the WPLUS user’s profits.
4.2 WPLUS Financial Services

4.2.1. WCASH Loan

WPLUS makes users to easily use the crypto without risk of fluctuation with low cost by developing the various loan products based on WCASH.

A. P2S Loan: The loan based on WPAY franchisee’s account receivables where a part of the principal is redeemed in small amounts in the redemption process.

B. Crypto Collateral Loan: The loan made by WPLUS user’s pledging crypto assets kept inside the WPLUS Wallet.

4.2.2. Margin Trading Solution Service & Loan

The leverage to be used for margin trading solution is borrowed from WCASH or cryptos and is invested in this product at the exchange. As it has the margin call or maintenance margin as the user’s security and operates the forced settlement system, it has the system similar to Fxmargin trading method. It is designed in a way that the investors providing the leverage can make the virtual non-risk investment and users can realize the profits through the random settlement in the profit zone.

4.2.3. P2P Loan Brokerage

WPLUS provides the customers with the loan broker service in which a user who does not provide the loan service but needs the loans from other WPLUS investors who have the liquidity. WPLUS reviews the credit information, business plan and loan conditions of users based on their activities in the WPLUS platform and provide the investors with the information on the selective loan target which is sufficient for the investor to check.

4.2.4. IWO (Initial Wallet Offering) Participation

As a global crypto service platform, WPLUS will conduct the incubating business in which the block chain project team is found out and the support is made to it and the token sale business which WPLUS sponsors through WPLUS Wallet. In addition, it will conduct the token sale service in cooperation with VC (Venture Capital) which own the excellent projects and cooperative exchanges. Only WPLUS users will be allowed to participate in IWO and WPLUS will select the excellent projects teams through the strict inspection and conduct IWO so that the investors can make an investment in the safe and profitable field.
4.3 WPLUS Crypto Fund & Investment

4.3.1. Composition of fund
WPLUS constructs WPLUS Crypto Fund in order to activate various crypto financial services and provide the users with the investment profit over the assets kept in WPLUS Wallet.

WPLUS Crypto Fund is composed of fund which makes investment in all investment products designated by WPLUS and the various fund made for each investment purpose. It totally operates the WPLUS’s own assets and the fund which the users apply for participation among the assets kept inside WPLUS user’s WPLUS Wallet. The investment profit would be distributed to the ratio of participation in the fund and if asked by investor, the principle can be recovered within a specified period.

4.3.2. Scope of investment in fund
WPLUS Crypto Fund is supposed to make the non-risk investment, if possible, in order to protect the user’s assets in the fund from damages.

A. Professional Trading Solution Fund: Fund which participates in the fund which is managed in various strategies by WPLUS’ fund operation experts who use WPLUS’ only professional crypto investment solution

B. Margin Trading Loan Fund: Fund which makes investment in the leverage service for the margin trading investor

C. P2S Loan: Fund which invests in the loan service based on the account receivables

D. IWO (Initial Wallet Offering) Fund: Fund which can participate in the investment in the project which is selected by WPLUS and directly invested by PLUS when the investors have low understanding of blockchain and crypto that they cannot directly select the project team

4.4 WPLUS Financial Data Business

4.4.1. Crypto Trading Information Report
WPLUS classifies the price and trading volume of crypto at main world exchanges and main cryptocurrencies by their grade, characteristic or business to develop the crypto indexes and provide the users with the report on the issues related to the crypto. Crypto Trading Information Report will be the critical information for the WPLUS users making investment in the crypto and will provide the WPLUS users with the safe investment return through the investment through WPLUS.

4.4.2. WPLUS Financial Data Sales
The data and analysis data for creation of Crypto Trading Information Report are the important intellectual properties. WPLUS sells the periodic analysis report on the crypto market based on the accumulated data to the investors and outside institutes.
5. Community

5.1 CRYPTO Way Point

WPLUS shall provide the customers with professional high-quality contents and the data and information on the investment in crypto by using the Crypto Financial Services Platform. As a pathway through which the crypto financial industry passes, WPLUS operates CRYPTO WAY POINT (CRYPTO WP) community service. CRYPTO WP has constructed the system which provides the monetary compensation and services as the mining compensation, instead of conventional mining type community which cannot guarantee the value.

CRYPTO WP provides the educational support and the point worth of Korean Won (1 to 1) for the development of professional users and talents and makes the environment in which the points can be acquired as compensation as below.

5.2 Differentiation and Extension

WPLUS community will provide the users with the differentiated functions through the data system depending on the user’s reading pattern of news and contents by using CRYPTO WP’s own compensation and grading system and will expand the project to become the crypto and financial marketing platform in the future.

A. Users get the news and data through the grading system inside the community
B. The company/project conducts the marketing through the crypto marketing platform
   - Use of influencer/journalist
   - Link to the WPLUS IWO (token sale, ICO and IEO, etc.) projects
   - Introduction of reasonable advertising system through the target option of banner advertisement
C. Others
   - Linking the OTC bulletin and WOTC market to provide the customers with fast and simple OTC service
   - Alarm system: price, profit from price difference, token sale (IWO), news keywords and education

5.3 Expansion of ecosystem through game

Once CRPTO WP is activated, WPLUS would add the interesting elements to it by cooperating with the game projects such as sports betting or online casino so that the WPX mining and consumption would be possible through the game inside the community platform.
6. WPX Ecosystem

This is the dispersed ecosystem based on the block chain, in which the users around the world can freely participate by using WPLUS Wallet. WPX is the value exchange means which the users use as a medium to keep the ecosystem of WPLUS and activate it. WPX is used for payment of fees for W Trading Solution and W Fund, W Loan and W Pay of W Investment service. The more the users use WPLUS ecosystem, the higher the WPX's value will go up due to the increase in the mutual activities. The increased value will go back to the users and makes the WPLUS ecosystem healthy.
6.1 Token Issuance & Allocation

6.1.1. WPX Token Issuance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WPX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Supply</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Quantity</td>
<td>500,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards</td>
<td>0 (WPAY, CRYPTO WP etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Soft Cap : USD 5M (25,000 ETH, if 200 ETH/USD)
B. Protocol : ERC-20
C. ETH / BTC accepted only

6.1.2. WPX Allocation Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(%)</th>
<th>Allocated Qty</th>
<th>Supplied to</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>500,000,000</td>
<td>Token Sale*</td>
<td>Refer to &quot;WPX distributing method&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>200,000,000</td>
<td>Activating Ecosystem</td>
<td>Listing on Exchanges, Partners, Airdrop event, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>200,000,000</td>
<td>Reserved for the business purposes**</td>
<td>WPAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>WPLUS team Members</td>
<td>Vested for 1 ~ 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In case of unnecessary token sales due to an increase in the value of WPX token evaluation by the progress of WPLUS business compared to the initial plan, remaining tokens for sale would be incorporated into reserves for business or be burned in stages.
** If there is a shortage of reserve for the business, the remaining sales of the token shall be included or purchased in the trading markets to make up for it.
6.1.3. Fund Allocation Plan

The amount raised by token sales will be allocated and operated for WPLUS’s future development, payment reserve and liquidity.

![Fund Allocation Plan](image)

Figure 17. Fund Allocation Plan

7. Road Map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wallet Functions</th>
<th>WPAY</th>
<th>Financial Services</th>
<th>Crypto WP</th>
<th>Timelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crypto Currency storage and transfer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2018 4Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service address book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2019 1Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPAY Launch with Duty Free shop</td>
<td>Joint IEO service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2020 1Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto currency exchange service</td>
<td>Exclusive token Payment business</td>
<td>IWO business</td>
<td>Crypto WP Launch</td>
<td>2020 2Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W OTC</td>
<td>Expansion to Other Global Duty Free Shops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2020 3Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized Wallet</td>
<td>W Trading Solution Operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2020 4Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Customer Service</td>
<td>Incubating &amp; IWO Business</td>
<td>IWO &amp; OTC Link Project</td>
<td></td>
<td>2021 1Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General franchise expansion</td>
<td>Wcash Laon Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2021 2Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend to Local Government</td>
<td>WPLUS Crypto Fund Operation</td>
<td>WPLUS Financial Report Service</td>
<td>Marketing Platform Service</td>
<td>2022 1Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2022 2Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18. WPLUS Roadmap
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8.1 Advisors

Younghwan Kim  
Paymint / CEO

Geunju Lee  
Zero Pay / President  
KOFIN / Former Secretary General

Jamieson O’Reilly  
DVULN / Founder CEO

Jaseong Koo MD/MS/MBA  
Good Moonhwa Hospital  
/ Vice President  
McKinsey & Company / Consultant  
Wharton School

Min Soo Kim  
Eyes Protocol / CEO  
LsWare, Co. Ltd / CEO  
Data Gate International / Head Researcher

Kyu Hyun Choi  
SEED VC / Director  
Eyes Protocol / Research Engineer  
Withnode / Advisor  
Bei News Reporter
8.2 Partners